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 ► Fabric F7 & F8: (TLS) #4 & (TLS) #3
Step 1: Cut (4) 3” by 42” strips from each Fabric F7 and F8. Stack 
the strips facing right-side up, (4) each Fabric F8 on the bottom and 
Fabric F7 on the top. Unit F3 (TLS) #4 and Unit F4 (TLS) #3 are used 
to cut (8) pieces with each (TLS).  (4) from each color.

Step 2: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper and 
fabric on each Cut Line. Place the Sec. F3 templates with the Unit F3 
foundation papers and the Sec. F4 templates with Unit F4 in Bag #F2.

 ► Fabric F9 & F10:  (TLS) #10 & (TLS) #11
Step 1: Cut (1) 4” by 42” strip from each Fabric F9 and F10. Position 
each strip facing right-side up. Repositionable fabric glue is placed on 
the backside of each Unit F3, (TLS) #10 and Unit F4, (TLS) #11. The 
backside of each layout sheet is placed against the right-side of the 
fabric. (2) ea. (TLS) #10 & #11 are positioned onto each strip.

Step 2: Cut between each layout sheet to separate the templates. 
Set your stitch length at 2.5 and sew the (TRP) Lines on each (TLS).

Step 3: After the (TRP) lines are sewn, trim the  threads on the front 
and backside of each fabric section, then trim the excess fabric off 
around the perimeter of each layout sheet. Cut on Cut Line 1 to 
separate the templates into individual pieces. Templates F3-7 are 
placed with Unit F3 and Templates F4-7 with the Unit F4  in Bag #F2.

 ► Fabric F11: Unit F5 & F6 (TLS) #12, #13, 
and (T-TLS) #14, #15

NOTE - If you used the quiltster APP to precut your strips, each 47” 
strip is sub-cut  into (2) 10” strips and (2) 13-1/2” strips to complete the 
cutting for Step 1.

Step 1: Cut (4) 10 by 42” and  (4) 13-1/2” by 42” strips  from 
Fabric F11. Stack the strips facing right-side up, into one stack of (4) 
10” strips, and two stacks of (2) 13-1/2” strips.
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Step 4: Cut on Cut Line 1 to separate the templates into individual 
pieces. Templates F1-2 are placed with Unit F1 and the Templates 
F2-2 with Unit F2 in Bag #F1.

 ► Fabric F5 & F6:  (TLS) #8 & (TLS) #9
Step 1: Cut (1) 12-1/2” by 42” strip from each Fabric F5 and F6. 
Stack the strips facing right-side up, placing Fabric F6 on the 
bottom and Fabric F5 on the top.

Step 2:  Sub-cut both strips into (2) 10”x 12-1/2” rectangles and 
(2) 11” x 12-1/2” rectangles.

Step 3:  Re-stack the 10”x 12-1/2” rectangles placing Fabric F6 
on the bottom, and Fabric F5 on top.  Unit F3 (TLS) #8 is used to 
cut (8) pieces. Re-stack  the pieces beneath (TLS) #8 placing (4) 
Fabric F6, on the bottom, and (4) Fabric F5 on top. The cutting is 
completed by slicing through the paper and fabric on each Cut 
Line. Place the Sec. F3 templates with the Unit F3 foundation 
papers in Bag #F2.

Step 4:  The same process is repeated for the 11” x 12-1/2” 
rectangles. Stacking order is the same.  Unit F4 (TLS) #9 is used to 
cut (8) pieces. Re-stack the pieces beneath (TLS) #9  placing (4) 
Fabric F6, on the bottom, and (4) Fabric F5 on top. Complete the 
cutting and place the Sec. F4 templates with the Unit F4 
foundation papers in Bag #F2.
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 ► Fabric F12 & F13: (TLS) #5 & (TLS) #6
Step 1: Cut (4) 2-1/2” by 42” strips from each Fabric F12 and  F13. 
Stack the strips facing right-side up, placing Fabric F13 on the 
bottom and Fabric F12 on top. Unit F5 (TLS #5) and Unit F6 (TLS #6) 
are used to cut (8) pieces for each template. (4) from each color.

Step 2: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper 
and fabric on each Cut Line. Temp F5-6 & F5-8 are placed with the 
Unit F5 foundation papers and Temp F6-6 & F6-8  are placed with 
Unit F6 foundation papers in Bag #F3.

 ► Fabric F14 & F15: Units F5 & F6 (TLS) #7
Step 1: Cut (4) 2” by 42” strips from each Fabric F14 & F15. 
Stack the strips facing right-side up, placing Fabric F15 on the 
bottom and Fabric F14 strips on top. Unit F5 & F6 (TLS) #7 is used 
to cut (8) pieces. (4) from each color.

Step 2: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper 
and fabric on each  . Temp F5-2 & F5-3 are placed with the Unit F5 
foundation papers and Temp F6-2 & F6-3  are placed with Unit F6 
foundation papers Bag #F3.

 █ STACKING: UNITS F1 & F2,  BAG #F1
Sorting: The Sec. templates are paired up with the Sec. #s 
printed on the foundation papers for each unit.

 █ CURVED PAPER PIECING:
NOTE - Fabric Glue: Fabric glue is used to secure the cut smart corners and 
raw edge when fitting to pieces of fabric together before sewing a seam.    

NOTE - Graphics created with Unit F1.

Step 1: Place a small amount of fabric glue on the 
backside of each foundation paper under Sec. 1.

Step 2: Position the first piece of fabric for Sec. 1 
wrong-side up on your table. Lift the foundation 
paper, and slide the fabric under Sec. 1 on each 
foundation unit. The glue is used to adhere the fabric 

to the backside of the paper. 

Step 3: Set stitch at 2.5 and sew on 
Basting Stitch Line 1, then sew both 

TRP Lines. Trim the threads on the front and backside of each paper. 
Note: If you have not sewn the TRP  Lines on the veins (TLS) #1 and 
(TLS) #2, Temp F1-2 & F2-2, please do so at this time.
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Step 2:   Unit F5 (TLS) #12 is aligned with the left edge of the (4) 
10” by 42” strips. Unit F6 (TLS) #13 is aligned with the right edge. 
Cut (4) pieces matching the size and shape of each (TLS). Then 
rotate each template, and cut (4) additional pieces. 

Step 3: The (8) pieces are now stacked beneath each (TLS). 
Reposition-able glue and paper clips are used to hold the templates in 
place. Slice through the paper and fabric on each  . Place the F5 & F6 
templates in Bag #F3 with their associated foundation papers.

Step 4: (2) 13-1/2" by 42" strips are stack facing right-side-up into 
two stacks. T-Template Layout Sheets #14 is positioned onto one 
stack and T-TLS #15 is placed with the second stack. Cut  (4) pieces 
matching the size and shape of each layout sheet.  Once the pieces 
are secure on to the fabric, complete the final cutting along the 
edges of each template. Place these pieces into Bag #F4.

NOTE - When cutting around each individual T-Template,  fabric 
must be cut to the exact same size  of  paper template provided.
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